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Bose Lifestyle™ 30 Series
Home Theater System
From the moment you turn it on, you'll marvel at the lifelike sound that fills your
room. But with the Bose Lifestyle® 30 Series II home theater system, you'll also
appreciate what's missing — lots of bulky equipment! This high-performance system
offers all the great features found with the Lifestyle® 25 system, but with upgraded
Jewel Cube® speakers about the size of a computer mouse!
The delightful paradox of big sound and small size is made possible by Bose advanced
technology. Neodymium iron boron magnets provide the energy to deliver high output
from very small speakers. An ingenious spiral port delivers sound free of unwanted
noise. And the Acoustimass® module completes the effect. It fills your room with
deep bass, yet can be hidden completely out of sight.
The Lifestyle® 30 system makes everything you play sound better — from the latest
DVD movies, to music CDs, to vintage films. Newly added digital decoding provides
5.1-channel sound. So, just as in a theater, the sound can come at you from five
directions, with a separate channel for deep bass. Even better, new Bose Videostage®
5 decoding delivers surround sound that approaches 5.1 in quality from
any other source — surround-encoded VHS tapes, stereo compact discs, even older
mono TV programs. You simply can't get this type of performance from a conventional
system.
The music center houses the smallest six-disc CD changer in home audio, an AM/FM
stereo tuner, and even allows you to hear two different audio sources in two different
rooms simultaneously. Available in black or white.
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